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Data Compression of Scanned Halftone Images 
Smen Forchhammer and Kim S. Jensen 
Abstract - A new method for coding scanned halftone 
images is proposed. It is information-lossy, but still preserving 
the image quality, compression rates of 16-35 have been 
achieved for a typical test image scanned on a high resolution 
scanner. The bi-level halftone images are filtered, in phase 
with the halftone grid, and converted to a gray level 
representation. A new digital description of (halftone) grids 
has been developed for this purpose. The gray level values 
are coded according to a scheme based on states derived from 
a segmentation of gray values. To enable real-time processing 
of high resolution scanner output, the coding has been 
parallelized and implemented on a transputer system. For 
comparison, the test image was coded using existing (lossless) 
methods giving compression rates of 2-7. The best of these, a 
combination of predictive and binary arithmetic coding was 
modified and optimized achieving a compression rate of 9. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Halftone images create an illusion of shades of gray 
by varying the area coverage of the halftone dots. The 
halftone dots are so closely spaced that the grid 
structure is not noticeable at normal viewing distance. 
To maintain high quality images, it is necessary to use 
high resolution scanners with resolutions from 1200- 
2500 dpi. In newspaper and magazine reproduction, 
pages with text, graphics, and halftones are often 
transmitted for production at remote printing plants. 
Therefore, we address the problem of high resolution 
fax coding of halftones for the graphic arts industries. 
This is of interest when only the halftone versions of 
the images are available. The aim is on-line processing 
for a 64 kb/s line with compression rates of about 20, 
but the work has more general applications , especially 
as higher resolution scanners make their way into the 
office environment. 
We have developed a new coding method for 
halftones. Image analysis techniques are used for 
estimation of halftone screen parameters and locating 
and masking out halftone dots thereby descreening (i.e. 
low-pass filtering) the halftone image. The areas of the 
dots are coded. At the receiver the halftone image is 
rescreened by inserting dots having the size of the 
coded areas. Described this way, the coding is an 
information-lossy de- and rescreening of the halftone 
image. The descreening has a higher resolution than 
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that of the original halftone screen. 
Facsimile Group IV MMR 
(Modified Modified READ) code [l] is used for high 
resolution fax coding. This code is optimized to 
compress documents with text and line art and does not 
perform well on halftones. Currently, a new standard 
for progressive transmission of fax images is in 
preparation [2]. It is based on a combination of 
predictive and arithmetic coding [3]-[5]. Usubuchi et al. 
[ 61 have implemented an adaptive predictive runlength 
coding of newspapers with halftone screen at 45", 
achieving a compression rate of 5. Crosfield has 
presented a similar method [7]. These methods utilize 
both the redundancies of the gray value image and the 
halftone presentation, but not optimally. Chao [SI has 
presented a two-channel scheme. It operates directly on 
a computer generated halftone image and presumes 
knowledge of the exact screen structure and phase. In 
contrast, our method works on distorted (scanned) 
images and estimates the (non-linear) screen 
parameters. Chao achieved a compression rate of about 
10 for lossy coding. 
Section I1 gives an introduction to halftoning 
describing halftones as a source of data. The notation 
used when describing and processing halftones digitally 
using the new grid description is also given. In Section 
111, the data format of the coding scheme is presented, 
and algorithms for the coding are described. Section IV 
considers the data compression performance and gives 
the compression results for a test image. The 
performance is compared with that of other methods. 
One of these is modified and optimized with respect to 
high resolution halftone images. The resulting images 
for lossy coding and evaluation thereof is given in 
Section V. An implementation on a 17-processor 
transputer system is described in Section VI. The real- 
time performance of the system is investigated and 
aspects of the parallellization are discussed. 
Presently, the CCITT 
11. DESCRIPTION AND NOTATION OF DIGITAL 
HALFTONE IMAGES 
In this section, we describe the generation of halftone 
images and give the notation of the new digital grid 
description used for halftone images. 
A. Halftoning of images 
In the halftoning p r o w  j three entities are involved: 
The original gray value image (G) is combined with the 
halftoning screen (7') to create the resulting bi-level 
halftone image (B) .  Each of these entities may 
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mathematically be described as a function of two 
variables (x,y) giving the position. 
In conventional halftoning, the screen function is 
added to the gray value image and thresholded in a 
photomechanical process. In digital halftoning there are 
two basic approaches. Threshold or electronic 
halftoning [9] is a digital equivalent of conventional 
screening. The gray value image G(x,y) is thresholded 
with the screen function T(x,y) to create the bi-level 
image B(x,y),  i.e. 
where (x,y)EZ2. T(x,y) is periodic with the period of the 
halftone screen. 
In look-up table or orthographic gray scale font 
halftoning [9], the bi-level image is built up of smaller 
'characters'. Each 'character' has a number of dark pels 
(Le. bi-level pixels) reflecting the gray value at the 
position of the 'character'. 
The screen grid is described by the vectors VI= 
(VlX,V1y) and V,= (Va,V2y). Normally, the vectors are 
orthogonal and of the same length. In this case, the 
screen ruling is the inverse of the length and the screen 
angle is 0=tan-'(V /V1,). The halftone screen can be 
described in a continuous coordinate system (s,t) with 
integer values at the screen dot centers. The images can 
be described in another continuous coordinate system 
(x,y) with integer values at the scannedplotter pel 
centers. There is a bijective relation between the two 
coordinate systems. A linear grid is described by the 
relation 
1Y 
x(s,t) = s - Vlx - t . Va+ e 
y(s,t) = s - VIY+ t Vzy+f 
(2a) 
(2b) 
where (V  ,Vly,V2x,V2 )ER4 are the coordinates of the 
vector ba& and (ef)<R2 gives the offset. 
In color reproduction, four color separations with 
four different screens are used. The screens are 
conventionally angled at multiples of 15". 8 = 45" is 
used for the dominating color (and for monochrome 
images) because the eye is least sensitive to structures 
at this angle [lo]. The three other color separations are 
often placed at 0=15", 75", and 60" to minimize the 
Moirh effects [lo]. 
In digital processing of hzlftone images, the ratio in 
resolution between the bi-level representation and the 
halftone screen should be at least 8-10 [9] to maintain 
quality. Ratios of 12-16 are preferable. Kekolahti [ l l ]  
advises the use of four gray value pixels per halftone 
dot. 
Different common dot s pes as circular, diamond, 
and elliptical can be obtain by using different screen 
functions. We use a clustered dot shape described by 
cutting the function D(s,t) = cos(2m) + cos(2nt), which 
is periodic in the two dimensions. Before using D(s,t) 
as the screen function T(s,t) in (l), it should be 
normalized with respect to gray values and the gray 
value range of G(x ,y ) .  The different dot shapes give 
different dot gain in the printing process. Therefore, 
compressing a halftone image, it could be desirable to 
maintain the dot shape. 
B. Digital grids, cells, and triangles 
This section introduces the new digital grid de- 
scription for processing (scanned) halftones. In scanned 
bi-level images, the (s,t) coordinate system of the 
screen may vary non-linearly in relation to the scanner 
(x,y) coordinate system. We approximate this using a 
blockwise polynomial description. The image is 
partitioned into N by N pel blocks. In each block, the 
(s,t) values, at the corners (Fig. l), with subscripts 1, 2, 
3, and 4 are used as control points ((s,t)J to describe 
the grid. The relation for the polynomial grid in a 
block is 
( 3 )  
Using common control points ( ( s J ) ~ )  for neighboring 
blocks, the (s,t) coordinate system will be continuous at 
the block borders ensuring phase continuity of the 
halftone screen. (The importance of this is illustrated in 
Section V.) 
0 N 
+ Y 
Fig. 1. The numbering of block corners. 
In a halftone image, black dots are observed in 
highlight areas and white dots in shadow areas. The 
black and white dots are positioned in two offset grids. 
The black screen dot centers are defined by (x(s, t ) ;  
y(s,t)), (s,t)EZ2 and similarly (x(s + $,t + a); y(s + +,t + $)), 
(s,t)EZ2 define the white screen dot centers. The 
scanner pel positions coincide with integer (x,y)- 
coordinates. Rounding of the dot center (x,y)- 
coordinate values gives the corresponding digital grid 
points [12] (Fig. 2). The prescript digital denotes a 
discrete representation in the scanner coordinate 
system. 
Drawing digital straight lines [ 131 between 4- 
neighboring digital black grid points partitions the 
plane into digital white cells (Fig. 3). The digital black 
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o digital grid points 
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Fig. 2. Digital grid points. 
reduction of (halftone cell) quantization error is at the 
cost of increased complexity. Drawing digital straight 
lines from the digital center of a cell to the four 
corners will partition the cell into four digital triangles 
(Figs. 3-4). These triangles will be used when changing 
the color of the cells. The structure above has the 
advantage of being able to handle a varying grid while 
still being fairly fast to generate. 
111. CODING SCHEME 
This section describes the data format of the new 
coding scheme for scanned halftones and algorithms 
complying with this format. The bi-level images are 
divided into N by N blocks which are processed and 
coded blockwise. The coding of halftone blocks 
basically consists of determining the halftone grid, 
finding the areas of the halftone dots, and coding these. 
At the receiver the image is rescreened. If there are 
blocks with text and line art these could be segmented 
and coded with an information lossless code. 
We shall distinguish between global operations and 
block level operations. For halftone parts, at global 
level, the halftone grid vector and (optionally) the dot 
shape are determined. At block level, using a 
polynomial grid, the control points, which define the 
grid (3) are determined. From this description, the 
digital cells and triangles (Sect. 11) may be computed. 
As there are white dots in shadow areas and black dots 
in highlight areas, it is advantageous to change between 
Fig. 3. a) A cell with triangles. b) The digital grid points. 
c) The digital cell and triangles. 
black and white cells accordingly. This reduces the 
errors due to quantization of cell borders (Sect. 11) and 
the low-pass filtering effect of determining dot areas. 
cells are similarly defined. These (approximating) cells 
do not correspond to a digitization of the lines 
bounding the continuous screen cells nor do they have 
the uniformity in area usually required in -digital 
halftoning (variations of the area limited to one pel). 
x black cell center 
Fig. 4. Enlargement of bit-map showing halftone dots and 
corresponding black/white cells and triangles. 
These problems are circumvented by restricting the use 
of white cells to dominantly dark areas and black cells 
to light areas. In this way, the quantized cell boundaries 
are generally located in regions of the dominant color, 
leaving the number of dots in the non-dominant color 
+++i*i+ 
t 
h h h h h h h  
h h r r s h r  
h s r r r s h  
h s s s s s h  
h h h s s s h  
h h h s s h h  
h h h s s r h  
h h h h h h h  
t 
Fig. S .  Bit-map of halftone and corresponding states of black 
h = highlight and szshadow. 
1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1 0 
white-cell 
lil 
black-cell 
white-triangle 
vAaD 
black-triangle 
S 
__* 
h 
h 
h 
h 
h 
h 
h 
h 
cells. 
within a cell unaffected by the quantization. This Fig. 6.  Segmentation in cells and triangles of the image of Fig. 5. 
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(Consider the black and the white cell of Fig. 4. The 
white cell has white pels of only one dot. The black cell 
has white pels of four dots. Counting white pels within 
the black cell therefore averages over the four white 
dots.) The changing is obtained by assigning a highlight 
or shadow state to each black cell (Fig. 5). When 
changing, triangles are used in between the white and 
black cells (Fig, 6). For each cell and triangle the dot 
area is counted. These dot areas are encoded, thereby 
representing the halftone, by what we call a 
descreening coding. 
The following list summarizes, in sequence, the main 
processes of the coding: 
Global level operations: 
- Grid vector estimation 
- Dot shape estimation (optional) 
Block level operations: 
- Determine control point coordinates 
- Compute digital grid and digital cell and triangles 
- Count dot areas (Le. descreening) 
- Encode cell and triangle dot areas 
Details of the coding are given below. 
A. Data format for coding halftone pictures 
In the following, a blockwise representation of 
halftones based on coding of dot areas is presented at 
block level. The halftone dot shape, the block size (N) 
and other parameter settings are specified at a level 
higher than the block level [14]. Our representation of 
a coded-halftone-block is in accordance with the 
following BNF-rules (4-7). The rules are annotated 
with an informal description of the syntactic symbols. 
coded-halftone-block> :: = < block-id > halftone 
< grid-description > [ < grid-element ]* (4) 
Each block starts with a block header with a unique 
block-id giving the position of the block and the type 
of coding (here halftone coding). The syntax for the 
grid-description of a coded-halftone-block with a 
polynomial-grid is 
< grid-description > :: = polynomial-grid 
< grid-vectors > < grid-control-points > ( 5 )  
stating that a polynomial- and not a linear-grid is used. 
In addition, the grid-vectors (Vi ,  Vz)  and the four grid- 
control-points ((s,t)l;(s,t)2;(s,t)3;(s,t)4) of the polynomial 
grid in (3) are given. 
The digital cells and triangles are obtained from the 
grid-description, as described in Section 1I.B. The black 
cells of a whole block are segmented into shadow and 
highlight state elements. Following the halftone grid 
within the block, these state elements are traversed 
back and forth, row by row. A grid-element is coded for 
each state element. The grid-elements represent state 
elements and dot areas of the cells and triangles 
covering the block. The syntax for grid-element is 
< grid-element > :: = [ change > ] [ .: black-cell > ] 
[ < white-triangle >I*[ < black-triangle > I *  I 
< white-cell > (6)  
The state elements are coded implicitly transmitting a 
change symbol when there is a change of state element 
value during the traversal. A coding state consists of 
four state elements numbered 1 to 4 (Fig. 7), number 4 
being the current state element. Apart from the change 
symbol, the coding state specifies the grid-element of 
(6) (corresponding to the current state element) as 
described in Fig. 7 .  The figure defines the black- and 
white-cell and black- and white-triangle dot area values 
to be coded with possible triangles of the same color 
ordered according to the numbering of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 7. 
CI 
white-cell 
/.I 
WA4b 
VAQP 
black-cell 
white-triangle 
black-triangle 
s = shadow 
h = highlight 
Positions of 
state elements: 
1 : (J.1, t.l) 
2 ! (s, r-1) 
3 : 6-1, t) 
4 : (s, b 
State table specifying coding states and corresponding 
cells and triangles to be coded. 
When segmenting into highlight and shadow state 
elements, a hysteresis is applied to reduce the number 
of state changes. For the gvid-elements, the grid vector 
and the hysteresis values of the highlighthhadow 
segmentation will give the range of dot area values of 
black-cell, white-cell, black-triangle, and white-triangle, 
respectively. (We apply the hysteresis when traversing 
the grid.) These values may be coded directly with at 
least one value free for the change signs. 
The change symbol of ( 6 )  is rewritten as 
< change > :: = simple-change I border-change (7) 
where simple-change is used within the block and 
border-change is used, when changing from one row to 
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the next, to represent a state change before the first 
coded dot area of the new row. In order to make the 
state decodable and at the same time avoid coding dot 
areas outside the block at the borders, the border- 
change also codes the relative position of the state 
change (Fig. 8). 
A number of additional rules, listed below, sup- 
plement the syntax to ensure well-formedness, e.g. that 
the decoding states of the receiver corresponds exactly 
to the coding states of the sender. This is especially 
important as the data format does not support 
resynchronization if a fault occurs. 
1) The traversal starts with the black cell center 
which has the lowest s-value of those with the lowest t- 
value. The initial direction is towards higher s-values. 
The traversal is then done row by row, changing the 
direction for each new row (Fig. 8). 
halftone block % first state element to be coded 
\ state element to be coded 
last state element to be coded 
structuring bc(x) border-change coding 
element relative position x 
/ -  ’. c simple-change 
< ; omitted dot area (x) undefined state element 
assigned value x 
0
. /  
Fig. 8. A coding example including both simple-change and 
border-change and illustration of coding rules: 0 Start state and 
traversal, 0 state elements to be traversed (showing strncturing 
elements both hitting and missing the block), 0 omitted dot 
areas, and Q assignment of state value to undefined state element. 
2) A state element is traversed and coded if it as 
current state element in any coding state may lead to 
insertion of at least one pel (Fig. 7). This is determined 
using the structuring element C, defined as the union 
of the pels of all digital cells and triangles associated 
with the current state element (no. 4) of any coding 
state in Fig. 7. If the structuring element, C, positioned 
at the current state element, hits the block, i.e. has a 
non-empty intersection with the block, the 
corresponding grid-element and thereby state is 
encoded (Fig. 8). 
3) A cell/triangle dot area is omitted if the 
cell/triangle is completely outside the block boundary 
(Fig. 8), thereby reducing the number of values to be 
transmitted. 
4) An undefined state element (corresponding to a 
state element which is not coded according to rule 2) is 
given the state value of the nearest defined state 
element in the same row (Fig. 8). If no values are 
present, a bias value (highlight) is used. This is also the 
case for the element before the first element. 
5) All arithmetics of the grid description must be the 
same at the sender and the receiver, e.g. within the 
ANSI-IEEE 754 [15] floating point standard. This is to 
ensure that the grid calculation at the receiver leads to 
the same grid values as those found by the sender. 
There are two additional options of coding, not 
previously specified, within the data format. One is to 
use DPCM (differential pulse code modulation) for the 
dot areas of the grid element cells. This is specified at a 
level, higher than the block level. The DPCM code 
specified is inspired by the work of Girod e.a. [16]. 
Within highlight and shadow areas one (1. order 
DPCM) or two (2. order DPCM) previously coded cell 
dot area values are used to predict the cell value to be 
coded. The error ( e )  of the prediction is non-linearly 
quantized (e’) and coded. The quantizer used [16] is the 
coarsest quantizer with quantization errors q(e) = e - 
e’ bounded by 
where b is a parameter which uniquely specifies the 
coarsest quantizer satisfying (8) for given b. The 
quantized prediction errors (e’) are Huffman coded 
The above coding is information-lossy. To achieve 
information lossless coding, the option of coding a 
(difference) bit-map to be XOR’ed with the 
reconstruction is given. 
~ 4 1 .  
B. Proof of coverage 
The data format described above does not explicitly 
state anything about covering the area of the blocks or 
the efficiency of the coverage. We shall show that the 
state diagram of Fig. 7 gives a unique partitioning of 
the plane into cells and triangles. 
Theorem: Given the state elements (S) of a square 
grid, the following rules give a unique partitioning of 
the plane into cells and triangles. 
1) A highlight element results in a black-cell 
centered at the element grid point. 
2a) Two 4-neighbor shadow elements give the two 
white-triangles with common long side 
connecting the two element grid points. 
Four shadow elements forming the corners of a 
unit grid cell give a white-cell instead of the 
2b) 
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four white-triangles within the cell resulting 
from rule 2a). 
A shadow element which is a 4-neighbor of a 
highlight element gives a black-triangle with a 
vertex in the shadow element grid point and 
the opposing long side coinciding with the 
nearest side of the black cell corresponding to 
the highlight element. 
Proof; Consider two black cell centers (a and b) ,  
two white cell centers (c and d), and the sub-triangle, st 
which is the intersection of two overlapping black (bt) 
and white triangles (wt) (Fig. 9). st is covered exactly 
once as part of the black triangle bt(acd) or the white 
triangle wt(abd) as 
st fb t (acd)  @ S(a) = highlight v (S(a) = shadow A 
3) 
S(b)  = highlight) (by rule 1 and 3). 
st Cwt(abd) e $(a) = shadow A S(b)  = shadow 
(by rule 2). 
e black cell center 
a b 
o white cell center 
d 
Fig. 9. Triangles st, bt(acd), and wt(abd). st is the intersection of 
bt(acd) and wt(abd). 
The boundaries of all black and white triangles 
partition the plane into sub-triangles the size of st. The 
above argument is valid for all eight orientations of a 
and b and combinations of c and d and therefore for 
The state diagram of Fig. 7 follows the three rules of 
the Theorem and uniquely associates the cells and 
triangles of rules 1-3 with specific state elements. Cells 
and triangles of rules 1 and 3 involving state element 4 
(and 2 and 3) are coded in connection with state 
element 4. Triangles (or the cell) of rule 2 inside the 
any sub-triangle. 0 
cell of the four grid points 1-4 are coded in connection 
with state element 4. This way the state diagram gives a 
unique partitioning of the plane associating each cell or 
triangle with exactly one element as current state 
element. All state elements covering part of the current 
block are coded and therefore the whole block is 
coded. 
C. Algorithms 
The digital cells and triangles are obtained from the 
digital grid points. These are found by rounding off the 
grid points of the grid description as described in Sect. 
1I.B. The encoding of cell and triangle dot areas is 
described above. The following presents the basic ideas 
of the other main algorithms for computing and coding 
the cell and triangle dot areas: grid vector estimation, 
dot shape estimation, and control point estimation. The 
algorithms are based on image processing techniques. 
Other algorithms may be used as the coding is not 
information lossless. 
The first halftone block(s) may be used to estimate 
the grid vectors using the Fourier transform. Allebach 
[ 171 has derived an analytical expression of the Fourier 
spectrum of digital halftone images. It shows that there 
are peaks at the screen frequencies corresponding to 
the grid vectors (Fig. 10). The two-dimensional discrete 
Fourier transform of B(x,y)  is given by 
N-1 N-1 
F(m,n) = - ~ ( x , y ) ~ ~ ( - i 2 ~ ( m x + n y ) / ~ ?  (9) 
where Nz is the block size. The maximum likelihood 
estimator of the frequency of a single sinusoid in white 
Gaussian noise is the frequency where the two- 
dimensional (continuous) periodogram (and thereby 
IFI)  attains its maximum [18]. The square block has 
the effect of a window on the data. Therefore, the 
Fourier transform of the halftone image is convolved 
with the transform, sin(nm) .sin(nn)/(nm .nn) of the 
square. Assuming a peak at the screen frequencies, this 
may be used to interpolate an estimate from the 
discrete amplitude spectrum, A = IFI. The largest 
peak of the discrete spectrum, Ap, with coordinates 
(mp,np) and the neighboring discrete frequencies with 
largest amplitudes in the two directions A(m',np) and 
A(mp,n ' ) ,  respectively, are determined. Fitting the three 
points of the discrete spectrum to the convolved 
transform of the window, we get the estimate (ihS,fis) of 
the screen coordinates in the frequency domain, 
1 
N x=o y = o  
A (m', nJ 
ihs = m +(m'- 
P m J '  A +A(m',n ) ' 
P P 
A (mp, n') 
f i  = n  +(a'-n ) *  (10) 
S P  P A +A(m ,n') 
P P 
From this, we can obtain estimates of the length of 
the grid vector I VI = (3zsz + f i s 2 ) t  and the grid angle 6 
= tan-'(fi/3zs). If reliable 3. or 2. order harmonics of 
the screen frequency are found, these are used instead 
of the 1. order harmonic to obtain higher accuracy. 
The halftone dot shape is described by the screen 
function T, which may be inferred (analyzing a 
screened gray-scale) based on the statistical occurrences 
of black pels as a function of the grid coordinates 
modulo a screen cell. This dot shape estimation is 
optional as a default dot shape could be used at the 
receiver. 
To use a polynomial grid (3) ,  four control points are 
needed. Dot centers near the corners are used to 
calculate the control points extrapolating the (s,t) 
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Fig. 10. Amplitudes of lower frequencies of 256 by 256 block of  
halftone image. The largest peak is at (0,O) while the other peak5 
reflect the zcreen frequencies. 
coordinates of the dot centres to the block corners 
using the grid vectors VI  and V2. The dot centers (of 
clustered halftone dots) are found by a combination of 
two techniques. 1) As centers of maximal inscribed 
circles and 2) checked by the balance of the dot areas 
of opposing triangles of a cell. Dots of the non- 
dominant color are used as they, in general, give the 
best localization of the centers. 
The centers of maximal inscribed circles are found 
using a distance transform over a small area including 
the region of interest e.g. the block corners. A distance 
transform gives the minimum distance from a pel of 
one color to a pel of the other color. The local 
maximum minimum distances give the desired centers. 
A weighted (or chamfer) distance transform [19] with a 
3 by 3 mask is used. This method gives approximations 
of Euclidean distances. The result of the distance 
transform is vulnerable to bit errors. Therefore the dot 
centers are checked by a balancing method. 
The balancing method tests dot areas of opposing 
triangles in a cell of the non-dominant color. Let G 
denote the dot area of a cell and Gi the corresponding 
dot area of triangle i (Fig. 4). The expression 2-[(G,- 
G3)2 + (G2-G,)2]*/(3<G) is used to estimate the distance 
of the error in positioning of the center. This error 
estimate is thresholded to determine whether the 
balance is adequate. 
If no center is found at a block corner, the procedure 
of finding dot centers is repeated along the adjacent 
block borders. The control points are communicated to 
(adjacent) blocks via a shared data structure (see 
Section V1.A). If a control point of a block is not found 
in the current or any adjacent block, the block is 
rejected as a halftone block and may be lossless coded 
instead. 
For internal representation, the cells are always 
composed of four triangles. The shapes of the digital 
triangles may be stored and used to mask out the pels 
of a triangle before counting the dot area. The digital 
triangle is described by the two vectors between the 
digital end points at the two short sides of the triangle. 
With a linear grid, the coordinates of each vector may 
assume two different x-values and two different y -  
values. Assuming this to be true for the polynomial 
grid too, we get 16 different shapes for each of the four 
orientations of the triangles. This gives 64 shapes of 
triangular masks at the sender and 64 multiplied by the 
number of different triangle dot areas at the receiver. 
At the receiver, the grid has to be generated and the 
triangles and cells inserted with the coded dot areas. 
This demands a larger look-up table than at the sender. 
Various kinds of indirect addressing can be used to 
limit this table to an acceptable size [20]. 
IV. DATA COMPRESSION 
A descreening coding of a (scanned) halftone image 
is generally not an information lossless coding and 
there are several reasons for this: 1) Deformation of 
dots may convey information at higher resolution than 
the screen resolution. 2)  Different dot shapes may be 
used. 3) Inaccuracies in the positioning of the dots. 4) 
Noise effects in the scanning and digitization process. 
From a visual point of view, it is primarily the first 
factor which is important. The dot shape might give a 
slight difference in the printing process due to different 
dot gain. It is not important to code the third and 
fourth factors and it might even be desirable to filter 
them out. Therefore, lossless coding is not strictly 
necessary. 
Assuming uniform distribution of values, the dot by 
dot entropy is Hd = log(r2)/r2, where r2 equals the 
average number of pels per screen cell. Coding dot 
areas of each screen cell directly, the round up number 
of bits rlog,(r2)l has to be used. Within the 
compression scheme, the range of dot areas is reduced 
because of the shadow/highlight segmentation, but 
relatively more bits are used on coding the triangle 
values. In addition, dots across block borders will 
generally be coded twice. 
A. Compression rates 
The test image (Fig. 13) was compressed using 
various versions of descreening coding. The 
compression rates are given in Table I for direct coding 
of cell dot areas, lossless DPCM of cell dot areas, and 
DPCM coding with b = 0.9, 1.3, and 1.7 corresponding 
to different quantization coarseness (8) .  The mean 
square errors (mse) and mean numerical errors (me) of 
gray values (cell dot areas normalized to [0,255]) due to 
DPCM quantization are also given. 
The test image was also coded using various 
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TABLE I 
COMPRESSION RATES (CR) AND ERROR STATICS FOR 
CODING OF 4864 BY 6144 PEL BI-LEVEL HALFTONE 
TEST IMAGE. INCREASING b VALUES GIVE COARSER 
DPCM QUANTIZATION 
information lossless codes [14]. The results are given in 
Table 11. The CCITT MMR code [I] codes the 
boundaries of the objects line by line. It is optimized 
for 8 typical telefax documents and does not perform 
well on halftones. The Liv, Zempel, Welch (LZW) [21] 
code is a general code for coding (binary) strings. The 
rest of the codes all use prediction of pel values 
combined with coding of prediction errors/(- 
probabilities). For these codes, the pel to be coded is 
predicted based on the values of a number of previous 
prediction pels (PP). The set of prediction pels is called 
the template. The codes differ with respect to the 
choice of template and the coding method of the 
prediction errors. Fig. 11 illustrates a number of the 
templates. Usubuchi, Omachi, and Iinima [6] use 12 
PP. Some of the PPs are at the distance of the diagonal 
of one screen cell away for 45'. We have modified this 
for arbitrary screen angles to one screen vector away 
(MUOI, see Fig. 11). Usubuchi e.a. use an ordering 
technique [22] to code prediction errors. The other 
predictive codes use different arithmetic coding [23] of 
predicted conditional probabilities of the current pel. 
The (7PP) Q-coder of [3]-[SI uses a fixed set of 
prediction pels (Fig. 11). In current standardization 
work (JBIG) [2], the template is enlarged to 9 fixed 
pels plus one movable pel which may be moved from 
the default position ( A) to another previous position 
( M = ( x , y ) )  [2] (Fig. 11). This may give an increase in 
compression rate with an optimum of 7.2 for the test 
image when M is close to one screen vector away 
(M=(ll,-5)) from the pel being coded. 
Using the modified 12PP predictor of Usubuchi e.a. 
(MUOI) controlled by the grid vector as described 
above and 'JBIG' arithmetic coding of the prediction 
result, the compression rate was increased. The next 
idea was to find the 10 and 12 optimal prediction pels, 
choosing templates differing from those permitted in 
JBIG. Computing the compression rate for all 
combinations of 10 or 12 pels within a window 
including just a few halftone dots is very costly. Instead 
the (nearly) optimal pels ('Opt') were found one by 
one within a 661 pel region around the pel to be coded 
over a smaller part of the image. A last improvement 
X 0 A M: JBIG 
x x x  
x x..  x 
o : Q-code 
Fig. 11. Various templates used for prediction of the pel being 
coded (marked as ?). In the JBIG proposal the pel (A) may be 
moved to another position (M). 7 of the MU01 pels (x) are placed 
one screen vector (V) away. 
was achieved by altering the line by line traversal of the 
image. Instead the image was traversed line by line 
within column stripes of 1024 pels ( = 4 blocks) (Table 
11), resulting in the highest compression rate, 9.0 [14]. 
TABLE I1 
COMPRESSION RATES (CR) FOR INFORMATION 
LOSSLESS CODING OF 4864 BY 6144 BILEVEL 
HALFTONE TEST IMAGE FOR DIFFERENT METHODS. 
The difference map (Fig. 12) was also coded to 
achieve information lossless coding in combination with 
the descreen code. The difference map contained 7.6 % 
error pels for the direct coding as well as for DPCM 
coding with b 0.9, 1.3, 1.7, and 2.1. Using Huffman 
coding of runlengths based on image statistics, a 
compression rate of 2.7 was achieved. The best result 
for a 12 PP template combined with arithmetic coding 
was as low as 3.9. Filtering the difference map at block 
and pel level before compression gave a rate of 21.5. 
Combining this with the 2. order DPCM descreening 
coding gave 11.0 in rate. The resulting image was an 
improvement compared to the image without filtering 
The halftone test image and 14 blocks of text 
scanned at high resolution were MMR coded blockwise 
(256 by 256). As may be seen (Table 111), high 
compression rates for the text were achieved and there 
is a significant difference for the two types of data. 
This indicates that a crude segmentation of blocks in 
text and halftones based on a MMR coding of the 
blocks thresholding at a rate of 10 would work. 
1141. 
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HalRone 
Fig. 12. Part of the difference map. 
Max. CR Min. CR Overall CR 
5.7 2.5 3.4 
Instead of determinining the dot areas within the 
special data format of Section 111, the halftone could 
be converted into a normal gray value image organized 
in a regular (sampling) grid. Coding this image using 
an Adaptive Discrete Cosine Transform [24], 
compression rates as high as 100 would be within 
reach. This would be at the cost of reduced image 
quality aqd higher complexity. 
TABLE I11 
COMPRESSION RATES (C,) USING CCITT MMR 
CODING BLOCKWISE FOR THE HALFTONE TEST IMAGE 
AND FOR 14 BLOCKS OF TEXT. 
I Text I 158 I 14.8 I 26.2 I 
V. IMAGE RESULTS 
The test image was scanned at 640 dots per cm (ca. 
1600 dpi) on a Scitex Raystar scanner and plotted at 
500 dots per cm (1270 dpi) for reproduction. The 
screen ruling of the halftone is 52 lines per cm at 640 
dots per cm. Figs. 13-15 show (24 of 30 Mb of) the 
scanned image and two reconstructions after coding. 
Fig. 14 is the reconstruction from the basic code, which 
corresponds to 'Dot area', 'DPCM 1. order', and 
'DPCM 2. order' in Table I. In the reconstruction of 
Fig. 15 lossy DPCM coding (b=0.9) was applied to 
achieve higher compression (Table I). 
Subjective evaluation was carried out at a normal 
viewing distance of 30-35 cm [9]. Following Stoffel and 
Moreland [9], we shall use three qualitative metrics for 
evaluation of halftone images: 
Low frequency rendition (i.e. the ability to reproduce 
the gray scale values of the original image.): The 
images have the same tone gradation. The descreening 
based coding gives the possibility of correcting the 
change of tonal reproduction in the scanning process 
(see Fig. 16). Lossless coding obviously does not have 
this possibility. 
Fig. 13. The bi-level scanned test image plotted at 500 dots per 
cm i.e.1270 dpi (24 of 30Mb). 
Fig. 14. The result of the described descreen coding scheme. The 
compression rate is 22.4 (using 2. order lossless DPCM). 
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Fig. 15. As for Fig. 14 but using lossy DPCM coding yielding a 
compression rate of 27.9. 
High frequency rendition (Le. the ability to reproduce 
sharpness and fine detail): The images have a good 
high frequency rendition. The descreening code 
rendering is not quite as sharp as the original. This is 
mainly seen in the area with letters and bar strip code 
and in the detailed areas. The bar strip code is resolved 
equally well in the coded images. 
output 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
Fig. 16. 
I 
20 40 . 60 80 100 
input 
Tone gradation for input and output of the scanner, 
showing a non linear change. 
Processing artifacts: The descreening gives a barely 
noticeable false contour between the knobs of the lid 
and the flowers. The DPCM coding introduces a little 
disturbance above the letter Cy. 
For the halftone coding, we used the polynomial grid 
description as it is more robust towards variations in 
the grid due to inaccuracies in the input material and 
(L) (4 
Fig. 17 (a) Part of scanned halftone image (512 by 512 pels). (b- 
d) Reconstructed images processed in four 256 by 256 pel blocks. 
(b) A visually disturbing block effect appears because a linear grid 
description not allowing common control points was used. (c-d) 
Reconstructions using common control points in a polynomial 
grid description, eliminating the block effect. In (c) three of the 
blocks were lossless coded. 
the scanning process. As shown in Fig. 17 no block 
effects occur between halftone coded blocks or between 
a halftone coded block and an information lossless 
coded block with halftone parts. So lossless coding of 
e.g. a part of the boundary of the halftone image would 
cause no problem. The area of the test image with the 
letters illustrates the quality of text coded as halftone. 
This shows that it is possible to halftone code text but 
it is still better to lossless code across the boundary 
between a halftone and a text region. 
VI. TRANSPUTER IMPLEMENTATION 
To investigate the possibility of using the proposed 
coding system for real-time processing, e.g. coding the 
output from a scanner for a 64 kb/s channel, the coding 
system was implemented on a multiprocessor system. 
The multiprocessor consists of 16 INMOS-T800 
transputers with 1 Mbyte of local RAM each and a 
single T800 transputer (the host transputer) placed on 
a PC plug-in card with 8 Mbyte of RAM. The T800 
transputer is a RISC-based microprocessor with an on- 
chip floating point unit and hardware support for 
process scheduling and high speed interprocessor 
communication. The T800 version used runs at an 
internal clock of 17 MHz providing a maximal 
computing power of 1.3 MFLOPS. The multiprocessor 
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is designed as a general purpose research system and 
contains no specialized hardware for image processing. 
For the implementation, the network is configured as 
a 4-dimensional hypercube with the host transputer 
added on one of the connections. This topology is used 
because it provides a high degree of connectability by 
utilizing all of the 16 by 4 communication links of the 
network transputers. The links are DMA supported 
serial communication lines which provide full duplex 
communication at a speed of 20 Mb/s. The maximal 
effective bandwidth exceeds 1600 Kbytedsek in one 
direction. All programming is done in the transputers 
'natural' language OCCAM which provides parallel- 
ization and a synchronized interprocess/interprocessor 
communication as language primitives. 
For the experimental set-up, the algorithms are 
divided into two groups. Those that have to be 
performed as part of a (global) set-up and those that 
are used for every block. The algorithms belonging to 
the first group, i.e. (global) screen parameter 
estimation and generation of tables with digital shapes 
to be used in the screening and rescreening algorithms, 
are excluded from the calculations of the real-time 
performance of the coding algorithm. Depending on 
the actual system, buffer capacity has to be available at 
both sender and receiver to buffer data during set-up. 
As proposed in Section IV, the MMR coding 
algorithm is used for segmentation of the blocks in 
halftone and text/linework. Blocks resulting in a 
compression lower than a threshold (here 10) are 
labelled potential halftone block and possibly coded as 
halftone (see Section V1.A). 
A. Parallelization 
For parallelization of the coding algorithm, we use a 
simplified problem heap (processor farm) approach 
[25]. A number of calculating processes are placed on 
each processor and connected with a general network 
to a subproblem distributing and a result collecting 
process. The latter two are placed on the processor 
connected to the environment (the host). The 
distribution of data is done one image line at a time 
thereby minimizing the buffer capacity needed by the 
distributing process. 
The load balancing algorithm is simple: before assig- 
ning a processor for a given problem, the number of 
subproblems (blocks) under evaluation on each 
processor are compared by the distributing process and 
the processor with the fewest subproblems is chosen. 
The load information is maintained in the distributing 
process with messages sent from the calculating 
processes to signal the termination of a subproblem. To 
minimize the control communication, the allocation of 
calculating processes is done locally. The network 
allocates a process when the first line of a new block is 
received at the target processor and maintains a map- 
ping of block identifiers onto local process numbers. 
Dividing the complete page into blocks and coding 
these on different processors requires some care if a 
time efficient parallelization is to be obtained. This is 
especially the case for the sender while the receiver is 
simpler because the blocks can be treated 
independently. The following discussion is therefore 
related to the sender: 
1)  Because halftone dots on block borders have to be 
used in more than one block, neighboring blocks are 
made overlapping. Although this leads to increased 
communication it is preferable to a distribution of dot 
area values as there is no delaying synchronization 
involved. 
2) To ensure continuity of the polynomial grid 
description, it is necessary for adjacent blocks to use 
the same control points. This is administrated by a 
centralized data structure which receives locally 
calculated control points and returns an updated set of 
control points including those received from adjacent 
blocks. The data structure is kept consistent by 
disallowing already recorded points to be overwritten. 
3) A final matter of interest to the parallelization is 
the block segmentation. To reduce the time spent on 
aborted halftone codings, only blocks which are 
potential halftone blocks and have potential halftone 
blocks as 4-neighbors are coded as halftones. This 
introduces a synchronization problem in the sense that 
great care has to be taken to avoid computing power to 
be wasted on waiting. A solution is to have a number 
of calculating processes on each processor. The 
information exchange itself is implemented as a 
monitor-like data structure which includes a wait and 
wakeup mechanism. This kind of block segmentation 
dictates a lower limit of the total number of calculating 
processes in the network to ensure that no wait 
deadlock can occur. 
B. Processing results 
The quantitative results of implementing the pro- 
posed compression algorithm on a general 
multiprocessor system are divided into two major parts. 
First the sequential algorithms have been tested to get a 
typical processing time for a halftone block (Ts,h) as 
well as for a text block (T,,J. Secondly, the load 
balancing algorithm has been tested against two 
important parameters: the number of processors (Np)  
and the sequential processing time per block (T,). The 
test image shown in Section V is used to encompass a 
realistic amount of block synchronization as well as 
varying block processing time for a typical page. 
Table IV contains the sequential times for a typical 
halftone block. It is seen that the descreening, i.e. 
counting of dot areas is the bottle-neck with the MMR 
coding of halftones in second place and that the sender 
demands more computational resources than the 
receiver. 
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TABLE IV 
MEAN SEQUENTIAL BLOCK PROCESSING TIMES (Ts)  
SENDER 
reparat ion 77 
Grid calculation 
Encoding 48 
Total 1775 I Total 144 
RECEIVER 
Fig. 18 shows the relative speed-up, S,  = T I T  (i.e. 
s p  the proportion between the sequential processing time 
for each block, T, and the total time consumed on each 
block, Tp) as a function of T, and the number of 
processors, Np used for calculating processes. The page 
size used for these measurements is 572 (22.26) blocks 
corresponding to the size of the test image. The 
processing times are obtained by replacing the coding 
algorithm with a simple loop that runs for the 
specified time when executed sequentially. 
................. 
................................................. 
o,2 1 
I I I I I I 
0 500 loo0 1500 2000 2500 3000 
Ts 
Fig. 18. The relative speed-up (8,) versus the sequential 
processing time (T,). 
The mean sequential processing time for a block in 
the test image has been measured to be T,= 1639 ms. 
Together with the results in Fig. 18 this leads to an 
estimated time of Tp= 1907 ms. Comparing this with a 
measured result of Tp=2117 ms indicates the time 
spent on information exchange and block 
synchronization. This type of loss is only noticable in 
halftone parts of a page as text parts can be MMR 
coded without delay. 
The result of Table IV can be combined with Fig. 18 
to obtain estimates of the average processing time for a 
halftone (Tp,h) as well as a text block (Tp,J.  From these 
figures, it is possible to calculate the average processing 
time for a block of a typical (monochrome) page 
containing a fraction, ah halftone images and at = 1 - 
ah text or linework. For Np=16 processors, and 
ah=0.2 (at=0.8) we get 
Tp = (ak/Tp,k +at /TP,t)-' = 
(0.212023 + 0.8/452)-1 = 535 ms/block/processor (11) 
The corresponding compression rate (CR) can be 
calculated from the results listed in Table I (without 
DPCM) and Table I11 (overall for text): 
CR = (ah/CR,h +at /CR,t)-' = 
(0.2116.3 + 0.8 126.2)-1 = 23.4 (12)  
where CR,h and CR,t are the compression rates for 
halftone and text, respectively. 
The processing time per block and average com- 
pression rate can be used to calculate the rate of output 
data by N p . N ? ( C ~ . T p ) ,  where N2 is the block size. For 
the typical page (ak=0.2, at=0.8) we get 82 kbis. In 
halftone areas the corresponding figure is 32 kbis. 
These figures indicate, that a real-time output rate of 
64 kbls is realistic when coding typical pages. 
It should be mentioned that very little has been done 
to optimize the performance of the coding algorithm. 
In addition, the communication capacity can 
undoubtedly be increased with the size of the 
communication packets e.g. by distributing several lines 
or a whole block at a time. Another major 
improvement would be to exclude the MMR coding 
from the transputer hardware by using specialized 
hardware for this purpose. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
A new method of compressing scanned bi-level 
halftone images has been developed. The halftone 
image is filtered and the resulting gray values coded. 
The filtering is in phase with the scanned halftone in 
both shadow and highlight areas. This is achieved using 
a new description of halftone grids that facilitates a 
change in phase between shadow and highlight areas. 
This gives a better result than simple filtering would 
do, leading to improved sharpness and reduced risk of 
Moirt disturbance. Tests have been carried out on a 
representative halftone test image achieving 
compression rates of 16-22. The image quality is 
preserved at normal viewing distance, though close 
examination reveals a slight degradation in sharpness 
and one slightly visible artifact. In contrast to 
information lossless coding, it is possible to improve 
the tone gradation which is altered in the scanning 
process. 
For comparison existing information lossless coding 
methods have been implemented and applied to the 
test image, giving up to 7.2 in compression rate. The 
best of these codes uses prediction based on previous 
pels followed by an arithmetic code. A different choice 
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of prediction pels and a block by block instead of line 
by line traversal of the image has been used to 
optimize this coding for halftone data. The prediction 
pels one vector (or an integer number of vectors) away 
are generally good. All in all compression rates of 2-9 
were achieved using lossless codes. The information- 
lossy codes of this paper resulted in compression rates 
Implementation of the coding method on a trans- 
puter system shows that real time coding for a 64 kb/s 
line is feasible. Parallelization is obtained using 
overlapping blocks. Some communication between 
processors processing neighboring blocks is needed at 
the sender. Otherwise the blocks may be coded inde- 
pendently. Based on the experimental implementation, 
estimates of output rate for a typical page with 20% 
halftone and 80% text were calculated to be 82 kb/s 
overall. In the halftone areas, the estimated output rate 
was 32 kbls. 
Of 16-35. 
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